
Home Child Project (PowerPoint)
                            Name:

Profile:
Name Age when they came to Canada
Country of origin Year they came to Canada
How they became a home child Type of work they did in Canada
Has a picture or additional information Uses large clear lettering

[0  = 0] [2  = 1]  [4  = 2]  [6  = 3] [8  = 4]

Life in the UK

1
<100

2
~ 100

3
~ 150

4
160 +

There is enough information. (100 – 150 words)
(This can be in one entry or over several entries but must be one section)

The story is believable and consistent with the time and character.
(Actions are right for a child of that age and everything is in keeping with the time period)
There is a graphic
(Additional story or other item could be used here) Graphic has titles or captions

There is something extra here:

Voyage to Canada

1
<100

2
~ 100

3
~ 150

4
160 +

There is enough information. (100 – 150 words)
(This can be in one entry or over several entries but must be one section)

The story is believable and consistent with the time and character.
(Actions are right for a child of that age and everything is in keeping with the time period)
There is a graphic
(Additional story or other item could be used here) Graphic has titles or captions

There is something extra here:

Early Life in Canada

1
<100

2
~ 100

3
~ 150

4
160 +

There is enough information. (100 – 150 words)
(This can be in one entry or over several entries but must be one section)

The story is believable and consistent with the time and character.
(Actions are right for a child of that age and everything is in keeping with the time period)
There is a graphic
(Additional story or other item could be used here) Graphic has titles or captions

There is something extra here:

Later Life in Canada

1
<100

2
~ 100

3
~ 150

4
160 +

There is enough information. (100 – 150 words)
(This can be in one entry or over several entries but must be one section)

The story is believable and consistent with the time and character.
(Actions are right for a child of that age and everything is in keeping with the time period)
There is a graphic
(Additional story or other item could be used here) Graphic has titles or captions

There is something extra here:



Home Child Project (PowerPoint)
                            Name:

Overall

0 1 2 Overall, I put a lot of effort into this project

0 1 2
I have added something extra:

Overall  :

Where I could have improved on this project:
Please be specific and give examples.

Where I did well on this project:
Please be specific and give examples.


